NET BOOKINGS FOR MEMBERS AT OXFORD CRICKET CLUB

The nets at Oxford Cricket Club are open as of Tues 6th April 2021 on a carefully controlled basis. This page covers
guidance for member bookings. Initially the nets will be open from midday to 4pm from Tues 6th to Fri 9th April and
midday to 4pm from Mon 12th to Fri 16th April as supervision by a committee member is required by our landlord
OUP during COVID restrictions.
This decision to open the nets is based on information and guidance from the Government and the ECB, and is in line
with other major cricket clubs in the area.
Below are some key points:


Check for symptoms of COVID-19. In line with current guidance, if you are symptomatic, living in a household
with a possible COVID-19 infection or if you are classified as extremely vulnerable on health grounds, you
should remain at home and follow Government guidance.



Check in with the QR codes displayed at Jordan Hill and also complete the attendance register using the form
on this link. here



Hands should be washed thoroughly before leaving home and on return. We suggest bringing hand sanitiser /
wipes to use before and after your session.



All sessions must be booked in advance. You MUST NOT use the nets without a booking. Doing so risks the
closure of the nets and potentially also compromises our use of the cricket ground altogether.



Sessions start on the hour and must finish promptly 10 minutes before the next session starts. Please aim to
arrive as close to your start time as possible and leave promptly after your session is complete.



Net usage must follow the Government’s social distancing and ECB guidelines.



Bowlers should use their own named ball.



Batters should avoid handling the ball and use their feet or bat to return the ball to the bowler.



Players must bring their own protective equipment. Do not share equipment if at all possible. Equipment not in
use should be put away in a zipped bag. In the unlikely event of sharing equipment, sanitize immediately
before and after use. NB Helmets are particularly prone to transmission and should not be shared.



For juniors a parent or adult member of the player’s household must be on site and available in case first aid
needs to be administered.



There will be no access to toilet facilities at the OUP pavilion nor to the first aid kit except when full formal
training and matches are scheduled and the pavilion is open for toilet access only.
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HOW TO BOOK



Bookings must be made through https://oxfordccnetbooking.skedda.com/booking which is our new online
booking system. You will need to register with Skedda which is a straightforward process.



Each household may book one 50 minute session per day (60 min slot with 10 min transition/handover), and a
maximum of two per week for now. We will review this on a weekly basis but with limited net availability we
need to ensure that all members have the chance to use them.



All members using a net must be named in the booking. This is to allow contact tracing in the event of a virus
outbreak. All members must confirm that they and their households are free from Covid-19 symptoms. QR
code’s are also being put up for NHS Test & Trace.



The nets are free to use for members only (no guests are permitted as they are uninsured).

We know that players will be keen to get back in to the nets as quickly as possible. Please ensure you respect the
guidelines set out so we can all continue to make use of the facilities. Breach of these guidelines may result in the nets
and pitch closing for everyone as our landlords at OUP will be looking to ensure compliance with government and ECB
guidance.
++

ONLINE NET BOOKING AT JORDAN HILL

Welcome to our online booking system for the outdoor nets at Oxford CC.
This system is for OCC members only. It has been put in place to:


ensure we comply with ECB and Government requirements in relation to COVID-19



enable us to manage use of the nets and allocate them fairly between members and coaches

We have tried to make it as straightforward as possible. The system is as follows:


members can book one, 50 minute session per day



members can book a maximum of two sessions in a week while we assess usage
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members can book only seven days in advance - any booking beyond this will be deleted so please do not
create unnecessary admin!

You will be asked to register when you first use the online booking calendar on Skedda.
When making a booking you will always need to provide specific information on all those who are using the nets. All
these relate to COVID-19.
Nets are free to use for members. No non OCC guests are allowed for insurance reasons.
Please do all you can to sort out problems yourselves. If you need help you can contact
Oxfordcricketclub+vicechair@gmail.com Note that this is not a 24/7 commercial service centre! Emails will be
checked only a couple of times a day. If you need the net code please email the above or email/Whatsapp a committee
member/club official.
These guidelines and rules are subject to change. We may make adjustments once we understand demand and any
teething problems.
To access the system please click on the following link:
https://oxfordccnetbooking.skedda.com/booking
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